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SUREFIRE G2X™ PRO

A polymer-body version of the 6PX Pro, uses a highefficiency LED—virtually immune to failure since
there’s no filament to burn out or break—that provides
two light output levels: a brilliant, penetrating, perfectly prefocused 200-lumen beam, and a 15-lumen low-output setting that
lets you greatly extend the runtime per set of batteries, an invaluable
option when you find yourself miles from civilization. Press the tailcap
switch for momentary-on low, press further to click constant-on low,
return to off and press or click on again within two seconds for high. A
polycarbonate micro-textured reflector delivers a comparatively wider
beam with generous peripheral light............P/N 13-10290............$84.75

SUREFIRE G2Z-MV
COMBATLIGHT® FLASHLIGHT

SureFire’s single-output G2Z™ Combatlight® with
Max Vision™ flashlight—designed and built specifically for tactical use—features a proprietary reflector
that shapes the high-output LED’s 650 lumens of light into
a wide, useful MaxVision Beam™ optimized for your field of vision.
With its designed 14 mm bezel, the compact G2Z is even shorter and
lighter in weight than its predecessor, generates nearly twice the output,
and has all of the same features for outstanding tactical performance.
P/N 13-20653..........$119.00

SUREFIRE LITHIUM BATTERIES

Optimized for use in SureFire flashlights, SureFire lithium batteries pack a lot of power into a small package. And unlike
some other batteries SureFire high-performance lithium batteries boast a ten-year shelf life, which means they will
be ready when you need them, every time. For all
SureFire Lithium battery powered lights.
12 Pack.........................P/N 13-18714............$31.55
2 Pack...........................P/N 13-18715..............$5.35

SEE WWW.AIRCRAFTSPRUCE.COM FOR A COMPLETE
SELECTION OF SUREFIRE FLASHLIGHTS.

AVEO THE AVIATOR FLASHLIGHT

World-Class AveoTM circuitry. Ni-MH rechargeable
batteries. Fixed 25º Lens. Single color light (White).
Steady, strobe and SOS function. Dimming – Stepless
slide-switch 0-100%. Charge level indicator on the flashlight. DO-160G Environmentally qualified. Anodized aluminum
construction. Black anodizing color. IP68 Waterproofness. DC
Battery charger included. Charging/Mounting cradle option (not included). Low EMI, low self-discharge, overheat protected. Private logo/label
available.......................................................P/N 11-15181..........$429.00

FLIGHTLIGHT™ - PILOT FLASHLIGHT

A flashlight is a must have for every pilot’s flight bag.
In or out of the cockpit, this conveniently sized, long
lasting, and durable flashlight serves as a great pilot
companion. This 3-in-one LED flashlight toggles between red, green,
or white depending on your cockpit needs. With an LED life of 100,000
hours, the included alkaline batteries can keep this flashlight illuminated
for up to 17 hours in “red” mode and 14 hours in “white”.
P/N 13-01067............$22.55

WORKBRIGHT INSPECTION LIGHT

This shop light is perfect for places that a flashlight
can’t quite illuminate properly. It was originally
designed as an inspection light, but has many other
uses as well. It is powered through a USB connector, and can be used with a battery pack, wall adapter, computer, etc.
Features: • USB Powered, 250mA (1.25W) • 140 lm • Color Temp:
5000 K • CRI: 80 • Cable Length: 6.5’ • Outer Dimensions: 2.5” x 3” x 1”
• Meets FCC Class B Requirements • Velcro Cable Tie Included • IP20
(not fluid or dust proof) • Compatible with UD1 Controller.
P/N 12-04780..........$119.95

NEBO MYPAL PERSONAL
ALARM AND LIGHT

The first NEBO flashlight designed just for women is the
MYPAL, a rechargeable personal alarm and light. The
various light modes make the MYPAL perfect for any task
at hand, and the 400 lumen TURBO mode can light up any
space. The MYPAL also features an ear-piercing, 115dB
safety alarm and distress strobe to provide safety right at your fingertips.
The MYPAL’s compact size fits perfectly in a purse or on a key chain.
* 2 Assorted Colors (Black, Pink)*
* Nebo MYCRO Pocket Light color is shipped randomly.
P/N 13-22458............$34.99
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SUREFIRE E1B-MV BACKUP™ FLASHLIGHT

The sleek, ultra-compact E1B-MV was originally developed as backup lights for law enforcement pros. This outstanding everyday-carry light sets itself apart from the rest
of the Backup family with its broad, useful MaxVision Beam™,
created by a special faceted reflector that shapes the LED’s light into
a smooth, seamless wall of light that’s perfect for closer-range applications
and maintaining situational awareness...........P/N 13-20652..........$139.00

SUREFIRE AVIATOR®
DUAL-OUTPUT LED FLASHLIGHT

The ultra-compact, dual-output Aviator reinvents a classic SureFire design to provide a primary white LED and
secondary colored LED in one sealed head, both focused
into a useful beam with ample reach and surround light by a
proprietary Total Internal Reflection (TIR) lens. Pull and twist Aviator’s
self-locking selector ring to set it to white or colored light, no filter required.
Blue Light.....................................................P/N 13-20654..........$269.00
Red Light......................................................P/N 13-20655..........$269.00

SUREFIRE FURY-DFT FLASHLIGHT

The “DFT” stands for dual fuel tactical, and represents the
natural evolution of the best-selling Fury® Tactical flashlight
into a single-output 1,500* lumen light that can also function
as a searchlight. The dual fuel feature means the light can be powered by either two 123A lithium batteries or a single economical 18650 lithiumion rechargeable battery. The high-strength aerospace aluminum body and
tailcap are knurled for a secure grip and Mil-Spec hard anodized for extreme
resistance to abrasion and corrosion..................P/N 13-21609..........$221.95

SUREFIRE SIDEKICK RECHARGEABLE
KEY CHAIN FLASHLIGHT

This ultra-compact, powerful LED illuminator was created so it could be carried and used by everyone. The
rechargeable Sidekick was designed to attach to keys
so it’s always available and, most importantly, ready
for everyday use and emergencies. This polymer-bodied
light features three levels of output that will provide security and peace
of mind, no matter what. On high and operated just like a key FOB, its
wide, smooth 300-lumen MaxVision Beam™ illuminates all dark areas
at night..........................................................P/N 13-20658............$69.99

SUREFIRE MINIMUS™ HEADLAMP

The model that launched SureFire headlamps into
best-in-class status. Minimus provides the right
amount of light—13 preset outputs up to a max of 300 lumens—precisely where you need it, thanks to its adjustable output knob and
rotatable LED housing............................... P/N 13-20659..........$179.00

SUREFIRE MAXIMUS™ HEADLAMP

The SureFire Maximus™ rechargeable variable-output
LED headlamp delivers an amazing 1,000 lumens
of light—enough to illuminate your entire campsite.
If that’s too much light, you can dial it down to 1 lumen—or any level
in between—for closer work, preserving your dark-adapted vision, or
extending the runtime. A large knurled dial permits output control with
one hand—even if it’s gloved or numbed by cold. One hand can also aim
the light right where you want it since the light assembly rotates up and
down 90 degrees..........................................P/N 13-20660..........$290.95

TITAN® ULTRA-COMPACT DUAL-OUTPUT
LED KEYCHAIN LIGHT

Built to SureFire’s exacting standards—and created for
everyone—the groundbreaking Titan is the world’s first
professional-grade keychain flashlight. This ultra-compact,
dual-output feat of engineering boasts a proprietary faceted
reflector that shapes the light from its high-performance LED into a
broad, smooth MaxVision Beam™ at both 125 and 15 lumens—astounding
levels for a finger-sized light. The beam is perfectly balanced and better
preserves your dark-adapted vision since it doesn’t have an intense hot spot.
And its wide beam pattern was designed to fit your field of view. Because
of all these factors, it better maintains your overall situational awareness,
crucial for safely navigating in the dark............ P/N 13-22300............$68.56

TITAN® PLUS ULTRA-COMPACT
DUAL-OUTPUT LED KEYCHAIN LIGHT

The refined, ultra-compact Titan® Plus builds upon
groundbreaking Titan, the world’s first professionalgrade keychain flashlight, by adding several useful
“pluses,” including more than twice the maximum output—300
lumens of flawless white light! Its high-performance LED also
generates two other useful light levels with a simple twist of the head
switch: 75 lumens at its medium setting and 15 lumens on low. No matter
which output level you select, proprietary faceted reflector shapes the
LED’s light into wide, smooth MaxVision Beam™. And, because there
are no intense hot spots and it’s optimized for your field of view, you
see things clearly and maintain good situational awareness—crucial for
closer-range tasks and safe navigation........P/N 13-22301..........$116.00
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